
�n� Tast� Hakk� Men�
16 Kennedy Rd S, L6W 3E1, Ajax, Canada

(+1)9054971883 - https://finetastehakka.com/

On this website, you can find the complete menu of Fine Taste Hakka from Ajax. Currently, there are 16 meals
and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What Maury Franie likes about Fine Taste Hakka:
I don't normally leave reviews, but this this place is amazing!!! Amazing quality and quantity!!!We came across
this place by accident, but no hakka place even comes close! read more. What Sara Vinciguerra doesn't like

about Fine Taste Hakka:
This place used to be THE SPOT. It was so good and being half Guyanese I was thrilled to find delicious

Guyanese Hakka. However, the food I got tonight is not what it used to be. The crispy ginger paneer used to soft
and crispy now it’s over cooked blocks that I can’t even get a fork through. The veggie chow mien is swimming a
sauce that honestly smelled off. Really disappointing meal tonight : read more. Fine Taste Hakka in Ajax offers

freshly prepared tasty menus with traditional Indian spices and sides like rice or naan, Besides, the creative
blend of different dishes with new and sometimes adventurous products is appreciated by the guests - a beautiful

case of Asian Fusion. The dishes are prepared authentically Asian, The dishes of this restaurant can also be
ordered at home or at the party thanks to a catering service.
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:30 -22:00
Tuesday 11:30 -22:00
Wednesday 11:30 -22:00
Thursday 11:30 -22:00
Friday 11:30 -22:30
Saturday 11:30 -22:30
Sunday 11:30 -10:00
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